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About This Game

From the creators of The Deed, The Deed: Dynasty and the Space Pilgrim Saga comes a fantasy RPG/Management simulator
set in the ruthless world of gladiatorial combat.

In Crown Champion: Legends of the Arena you are not a hero, a noble ruler, or even a combatant. Instead, you are the new
owner of a team of fighting slaves, one of the many factions who compete for the adoration of the common people in the

ancient storied arenas of the Crownlands.

Your task will be to oversee the training of your fighters and build your estate into an effective school of combat, all while
trying to enhance your personal reputation and standing among the nobles of the realm. This is an expensive business, and the

king demands his taxes - so you must make sure to manage your treasury with care and attention.

Glory awaits those with a bold heart and a steadfast mind, as well as a place for their faction among the legends of the arena ...
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Features

Inherit a dilapidated estate and a couple of fledgling fighters, and then over time develop it into a prestigious academy
for your team of fighting slaves. Restore the ruined buildings and hire new staff to serve your every need, from doctors
and trainers to cooks and scribes.

Progress through twelve arenas and dozens of opponents to reach the royal arena in the city of Aldmoor, where your
slaves will fight for the glory of the king and queen.

Develop relationships with whichever fighters you choose to acquire from the slave ship, each of whom comes with a
unique personality and a fully fleshed-out backstory.

Train your fighters and purchase new and stronger equipment as your fortunes increase, progressing through shortswords
and basic leather coverings to halberds and full plate armour.

As your reputation grows you can also choose to become engaged with the turbulent politics of the realm, following a
series of 'choice and consequence' based storylines and meeting many important characters along the way.

And of course, you must have a life outside of the arena. Find a husband or wife to share in your glory. Build stables and
start keeping a team of racing horses to bring more money into your household. Forge a legacy to last the ages.
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Title: Crown Champion: Legends of the Arena
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Pilgrim Adventures
Publisher:
GrabTheGames
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the arena review. crown champion legends of the arena

Really fun crafting game, the mechanics and crafting isnt realistic... its cartoony...

But its alot of fun to try to craft and keep your stuff hidden from guards.

Im 4 hours in and only completed 2 of the 4 jail cells and there is also the bonus game after. Probably a good 10 hours of fun to
be had here... Well worth the price.. If you are a WW II fan, you must owe this flying simulator. The graphic are stunning and
gorgeous. You really feel like you are in a cocpit of a Spitfire or a Hurricane.

There is no story or that kind of stuff, which is a pitty. Nevertheless, the battles are epic and playing this game even on realism
is prety challenging. A JOYSTICK is a "MUST-NEED". I don't find it that entertaining without a joystick.

Overall, a MUST BUY for a WW II flying fan :-). Beautiful - a beautifully dark plot with an antihero protagonist and well-
written characters with one of the best plots and writing I have ever had the great opportunity to read!

The voice acting was excellent and the art was perfect to me if a bit flawed at times.

Anyway it's a great game and I can't wait to finish it.

Plenty of replayability with a bunch of endings.

It seemed short but I only played 1 of 17 endings.

My only complaint is that it seems kind of short for each ending and I like longer routes especially for the high price but I don't
care that much.

I'd buy many more similar games and I hope the developers make many more games like these for Steam in English! <3. fail
game! dont buy\/play it! + do not buy the badge! h3h3~ =(. This game is just as fun as I remember it being before the steam
release. Please don't pass this game by it is very fun to play with friends and is just great overall. That being said you are going
to have to settle for how the graphics are now because this game is from 2006 or 2007. Please dont let this game fall through
again it can really be fun if it is given the proper player base and if you like arcade controls this is definately a game for you.

Pros:
1. Most of the playerbase is nice
2. Graphics are not as bad as people say
3. Arcade controls are easy to master
4.Quick progression to later planes (you can stay on biplanes if you want though)
5.Good coop gameplay and if you dont like coop you can put a password on your game room
6.Earn way more than you spend on repairs (better than some F2P games in this respect)
7. Axis and Allied airplanes and three subfactions out of each faction

Cons:
1. May have to watch some youtube videos to fully understand some features
2. Graphics (only here because im letting public opinion in)
3. Sometimes takes players a long time to ready up
4. Sometimes you get kicked from a room for no reason whatsoever

In my opinion the Pros of this game outweigh the cons by a lot but ill allow you to make your own decisions and choose whitch
games you like/ don't like for yourselves. Seriously though this game deserves a better playerbase so it doesn't start to die again.
People need to see past the graphics and see the awesomeness of the game thats behind that bunch of pixles. Really every game
ever made should be treated without the stupid graphics bias that comes with modern games I mean some games now hit a little
too close to reality and that is not what gaming is about.
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Gameing is getting away from reality if only for a little while because while gaming you become the person you choose to be
and I hope that everyone chooses to be themselves and treat others and new or old games without bias and give them all the
benefit of the doubt.

Thank you if you read this whole post/ reveiw and I hope this helps you decide wether to get the game or not.. New area
involves a lot of platforming, and is flooded with enemies who fly and thus do not have to obey the platforming. Some of the
platform alignments require a lot of precision to get through, yet are filled with flying enemies that will ram into you as you do
it; and you can't stop to fight them since the platforms are quickly disappearing.

Enemies often will camp near platforms in places where you cannot shoot them ahead of time. You literally have to get hit by
them because there is no opportunity to shoot them before you reach the platform and they will hit you as you reach said
platform. You cannot even react to it, since they attack you immediately before you've even gotten on solid ground where you
could jump up again to shoot them. Only had to play through the new maps once to encounter this.

On a lot of the maps there is a bottom area where you fall to if you miss the platforms. The bottom area is literally empty of
threats. So you just have to jump down there and skip the entire level.

Of course the new maps are flooded with enemies that fly and can attack you at any angle, in a game where you can only attack
from two angles. They all start above you, so you cannot jump on them.

The new head helps to counter the flying enemies, but it only has two health. So if you want to have a way to counter the poor
game design, you have to handicap yourself. And the head is mainly only useful in this one area, where a large amount of flying
enemies that start above you are. In almost every other area, the flying enemies are either below you or are not much of a threat;
so the head is useless.

New weapon seems to only deal damage to enemies when it hits the ground and explodes. Yet another piece of gimmick
equipment that is generally more of a handicap then a benefit.

New maps are obnoxious and poorly constructed, new items are imbalanced and tedious. Pretty consistent with the design
quality of the main game. Definately glad I completed it long before this content came out, as this would of made the experience
even more abrasive and artificially difficult.. Its truly sad that♥♥♥♥♥♥like this is even allowed on Steam.

Nothing works, the game is just a bunch of bought/stolen assets glued together haphazardly without any rime, reason or care put
in to it. The arrogance of the dev is also astounding, when pointed out that the assets don't even match, he told people on reddit
to play "brown and dull" games like Overwatch instead.

I got this game for free because the "dev" threw out thousands of keys to farm money off trading cards and I want my free
back.. I played through the whole thing in one 70 minute session. Now my right hand is sore. What can I say, well, it's fast,
challenging and visually stunning. But the challenge is just to find the right way, remember it and input that button sequence
correctly into your keyboard. There is much more remembering and try and error than reacting, which is bad in my opinion. I
mean  some people like to input the same button sequence for years, but I see that doing as wasted time. There are many levels
which you cannot do on your first try, you have to try and error your way through. I find this to be annoying. Also the music is
cool but only one track gets annoying during this time span. I'm glad it's over now.. Very fun game! Excellent value for the
price. Great Farming\/Ranching\/Combat and more. Many fun surprises as well.

If you like open world survival games, you will enjoy playing this...and then...you get your first  Mount !
And the game improves from very good to Excellent!

Additionally, the Devs frequently add QOL improvements in addition to their planned game features..
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So dig up that change between the cushions of your couch and grab this little gem of a game. Such Fun!!
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Pretty solid tower defense game. runs smooth, decent veriety of towers, good art direction. nothing really to complain about..
Don't. I picked this game up in the indie action pack for a dollar fifty, and it's not even worth a penny of what I spent on it, let
alone full price. It's bad.
I'd rather get♥♥♥♥♥♥♥by clowns again.. silly but fun game, i love the art style used.
gives me 10 mintues of fun every day.. Nice afternoon killer if you're into the hidden object genre. The puzzles throughout are
pretty easy though.. I love how this game occupies 2MB.

Fun if you don't mind exploring.. It's a cute little game with nice clever puzzles. Very atmospheric and intuitive, great visuals,
and you cannot die, but the drawback is - it's very short. Just leaves you wanting more.

I give it two out of four hearts.. Hard game. Would like the option to remove the big blue box. It's kind of obvious where to
stand

Big Update Coming Soon!:
* New Graphics
* Gamepad Support
* CRT Filter
* Smoother Performance
* Public Achievements
. New Larger File Size:
Full recode with a lot of new and amazing content and features.. Mulletman Multiplayer Update!:
Mulletman finally went native... and he returned to our world bearing knowledge of couch co-op!

New Features!
- Couch Co-Op
- Gamepad Support
- New Worlds
- New Levels
- New Traps
- CRT Effect. Saint Hazel's Horsepital Terrible Beast from the East Mulletman and the Molemen Update!:
Reworked levels!
New Characters!
Performance improvements!
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